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Abstract
In heterotic string theory compactified to four dimensions with N=2 supersymmetry,
string-loop corrections to the universal sector of the low-energy effective action are studied.
Within the framework of N=2 supersymmetric formulation of the theory, in the first
order in string coupling constant, we solve the system of the loop-corrected Maxwell and
Killing spinor equations. Taking as the in-put the tree-level dyonic black hole solution,
we calculate string-loop corrections to the string tree-level metric and moduli of dyonic
black hole.
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1 Introduction
At present, string theory is considered the best candidate for a fundamental theory that would
be a consistent quantum theory of gravity unified with the other interactions [1]. In particular,
in string theory a large number of classical solutions with horizons was found [2, 3] and refs.
therein. In this setting, we meet a fundamental problem of understanding how the intrinsi-
cally stringy quantum effects modify the Einstein gravity and classical black-hole solutions of
equations of motion.
In perturbative approach to string theory, the amplitudes are calculated as a sum of con-
tributions from the string world sheets of different genera (for example, [1, 4]). The effective
action, except for gravity and matter, contains a number of fields inherent to string theory,
such as tensor fields, dilaton and other moduli. The string tree-level effective action of the light
modes receives both α′ and string-loop corrections from higher genera (see, for example, the
review [5]). Thus, the standard Einstein gravity and black-hole solutions considered within the
framework of superstring theory are also modified by the string-loop corrections.
In this paper, we study the string-loop corrections to the tree-level black hole dyonic solution
of the equations of motion of the N = 2 supersymmetric 4D theory obtained by a suitable
compactification of the heterotic string theory. In distinction to the systems with N = 4
supersymmetry, where the loop corrections to the two-derivative terms vanish, and the models
withN = 1 supersymmetry, where the amplitudes receive the infinite number of loop corrections
[6], in models with N = 2 supersymmetry loop corrections to the relevant objects vanish beyond
one loop, which makes the problem of their account more or less tractable cf. [7, 8, 9] and refs.
therein.
Calculation of the string-loop corrections to the two-derivative terms of the bosonic part of
the N = 2 supersymmetric heterotic string tree-level effective action from the world sheets of
torus topology in the path-integral approach shows that the Einstein term receives no correction,
while the gauge couplings and the moduli part of the action are modified cf. [9]. Instead
of performing rather complicated explicit path integral calculations to different terms of the
action, following the usual practice, we make use of the general approach to N = 2 locally
supersymmetric theories [10] and refs. therein. Tree-level heterotic string effective action can
be obtained from the prepotential of the N = 2 supersymmetric STU model [11, 12, 13]. Loop
corrections to the tree-level prepotential of the N = 2 supersymmetric heterotic string effective
action vanish beyond the one loop. Using the loop-corrected prepotential, it is possible to
calculate the loop corrections to various terms of the effective action in a universal way.
To be concrete, we consider the effective action of the heterotic string theory compactified
on the manifold K3× T 2 or on a suitable orbifold yielding N = 2 local supersymmetry in 4D.
To obtain classical solutions of supersymmetric theory, it is possible either to solve the
second-order equations of motion, or Killing spinor equations which are conditions that super-
symmetry variations of the fermionic components of the superfieldes to vanish. In this paper,
to calculate the loop corrections to classical solutions, we follow the second way, solving the
system of Killing spinor and Maxwell equations (cf. [14] and [15] where the loop corrections to
magnetic black hole were calculated by solving the second-order equations equations of motion
and Killing spinor equations).
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We consider the universal sector of the theory which contains gravity, the moduli connected
with the metricGmn, m, n = 1, 2 and the antisymmetric tensor B12 of the two-torus T
2, and four
vector fields which are expressed through the mixed internal-space-time components Gmν and
Bmν of the metric and antisymmetric tensor and study dyonic solution ofN = 2 supersymmetric
4D theory with two electric and two magnetic charges.
In the first order in string coupling constant ǫ = eφ∞ , where φ∞ is the asymptotic value of
the dilaton, we find the explicit form of the loop corrections to the tree-level metric and moduli
of a general dyonic solution.
To simplify solution of the loop-corrected equations, we consider a particular tree-level
dyonic black-hole solution with the constant metric Gmn of the two-torus T
2 and vanishing
antisymmetric tensor B12. With this choice, the standard tree-level moduli T and U are in-
dependent of coordinates, but dilaton and space-time metric are coordinates-dependent. This
technical simplification makes possible to avoid too cumbersome expressions for solutions to
the system of the Maxwell and Killing spinor equations and to obtain explicit expressions for
the loop corrections to the metric and moduli.
Loop corrections to the metric and dilaton are expressed via the unambiguous real part of
the loop correction to the prepotential Reh(T, U, T¯ , U¯). The loop-corrected dyonic metric is
g00 = −gii = r
2
(r + P )(r +Q)
(
1− ǫ PH
r +Q
)
,
where H = Reh/2TU = Reh/2G11, P = (8P
0P 1)1/2, Q = (8Q2Q3)
1/2 and P 0, P 1 and Q2, Q3
are electric and magnetic charges of the dyonic black hole, T and U are the standard moduli
calculated with the tree-level dyonic solution. Loop corrections to the two-torus metric are
δG11 = ǫC1
r
r + P
, δG22 = ǫ
(
C2
r
r +Q
− (L2 − L3) P
r +Q
)
and are finite for all r. Here Ci are arbitrary constants, L2 = ∂TReh/U and L3 = ∂UReh/T .
In the case of magnetic black hole, the string-tree-level dilaton increases at small distances
from the origin, and the loop corrections blow up at the origin. In electric case and for a general
dyonic solution with two electric and two magnetic charges, dilaton is finite in the whole space-
time, and corrections to the tree-level metric and moduli are coordinate-dependent, but finite.
Although the tree-level dyonic solution is static, with vanishing axions (imaginary parts of
the moduli) and four charges, in the loop-corrected solution, generically, can appear new fields of
the first order in string coupling, in particular, axions and new vector fields. At the same time,
generically, the loop-corrected solution becomes stationary, with the stationarity coefficients of
the first order in string coupling. However, for a suitable choice of arbitrary constants there
exists a stationary loop-corrected solution with four charges, but with non-vanishing axions.
In Sect.2 we review direct path-integral calculation of string-loop corrections to various
terms of the universal sector of the low-energy effective action performing integration over the
world sheets of torus topology.
In Sect.3 we discuss formulation of the theory based on N = 2 local supersymmetry. In this
approach, dynamics of the theory is defined in terms of the prepotential of the theory. The
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prepotential of N = 2 locally supersymmetric theory receives string-loop correction only from
the world sheets of torus topology [12, 16, 17, 18]. Using the loop-corrected prepotential, we
calculate the gauge couplings in the first order in string coupling and the ambiguities in the
gauge couplings due to the ambiguity in the loop correction to the prepotential. In perturbative
approach, corrections to the gauge couplings and to the Ka¨hler potential for the moduli, which
are of the first order in string coupling, are calculated by substituting the tree-level moduli.
We find the form of the loop-corrected symplectic transformation connecting the holomor-
phic section with the prepotential and that associated with the heterotic string compactification.
In Sect.4 we derive the Killing spinor equations for the gravitino and the fermionic super-
partners of the moduli and present them in different forms convenient for subsequent solution.
In Sect.5, solving the combined system of the Killing spinor and Maxwell equations we obtain
the tree-level dyonic black hole which in the following we use as the in-put in calculations of
the loop corrections.
In Sect.6, in the first order in string coupling constant, we obtain the loop-corrected so-
lution for the field strengths, metric and moduli. Although the gauge couplings contain the
ambiguities, in the field strengths they cancel.
In Sect.7 we consider the loop-corrected expressions for the BPS and ADM masses of the
black hole. As expected in supersymmetric theories, for solutions with partially broken super-
symmetry the ADM mass obtained from the asymptotic form of the metric is equal to the BPS
mass.
In Sect.8 we discuss the equations for the axions which are the imaginary parts of the gaugini
Killing spinor equations. The metric components responsible for non-stationarity of solution
are expressed as functions of the axions. It is shown that there is a solution for the axions for
which the metric remains static.
2 String-loop corrected N = 2 supersymmetric effective
action
The bosonic part of the universal sector of the 6D effective action of the heterotic string theory
compactified to six dimensions with N = 1 supersymmetry on the manifold K3 or on a suitable
orbifold is
I6 =
1
2κ62
∫
d6x
√
−G(6)e−Φ′
[
R(6) + (∂Φ′)2 − H
2
12
]
+ . . . . (1)
Further compactification on a two-torus yields the 4D theory with N = 2 supersymmetry. The
standard decomposition of the 6D metric is
G(6) =
(
Gµν + A
m
µ A
n
νGmn A
m
µ Gmn
AnνGmn Gmn
)
. (2)
Dimensional reduction of the action (1) yields [19]
I4 =
1
2κ42
∫
d4x
√
−G′(4)e−φ′
[
R(G′) + (∂φ′)2 − (H
′)2
12
+
1
4
F(LML)F + 1
8
Tr(∂ML∂ML)
]
,
(3)
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where µ, ν = 0, . . . , 3 and m,n = 1, 2. The second pair of the vector fields are the components
Bmµ of the antisymmetric field B
(6).
Here
M =
(
G−1 G−1B
−BG−1 G
)
, L =
(
0 I2
I2 0
)
, (4)
and
G′ ≡ G′µν = Gµν + Amµ AnνGmn, G ≡ Gmn,
H ′ ≡ H ′µνλ = Hµνλ − (A(1)nHnνλ − A(1)mA(1)nHmnλ + cycl.perms.).
A direct way to calculate corrections to the string-tree-level effective action from integration
over the string world sheets of torus topology is to perform the path integrals for correlators
yielding the relevant structures in the effective action. For heterotic string theory, The part of
the world-sheet action of the heterotic string theory which depends on background fields from
the universal sector is
I1,0 =
∫
d2zdϑ(GMN +BMN)(Xˆ)DXˆ
M ∂¯XˆN . (5)
Here I1,0 is the action with the (1, 0) supersymmetry in the left supersymmetric sector, Xˆ
M =
XM + ϑψM , M = 0, ..., 9, D = ∂ϑ + ϑ∂z .
Performing integration over ϑ one arrives at the action
I1,0 =
∫
d2z(Gµν +Bµν)(∂X
µ∂¯Xν − ψµ∂¯ψν) + (Gµn +Bµn)(∂Xµ∂¯Xn − ψµ∂¯ψn) (6)
+(Gmν + Bmν)(∂X
m∂¯Xν − ψm∂¯ψν) + (Gmn +Bmn)(∂Xm∂¯Xn − ψm∂¯ψn)
+(Gµν + Bµν), ρψ
ρψµ∂¯Xν + (Gµn +Bµn), ρψ
ρψµ∂¯Xn + (Gmν +Bmν), ρψ
ρψm∂¯Xν
+(Gmn,ρ +Bmn,ρ)ψ
ρψm∂¯Xn.
To be concrete, we have in view heterotic string theory compactified to four dimensions on the
orbifold T 4/Z2×T 2. The partition function has the form of the sum of terms, where each term
is the product of contributions from integration over bosonic and fermionic variables.
Correlator of free bosons on the world sheet of torus topology with the Teichmuller param-
eter τ is given by [4]
< X(z.z¯)X(0) >= − log |ϑ1(z)|2 − π
2τ2
(Imz)2 (7)
Correlator of fermions with even spin structures a, b 6= 1, 1 is 2
S
[
a
b
]
(z) =< ψ(z)ψ(0) >=
ϑ
[
a
b
]
(z)ϑ′1(0)
ϑ
[
a
b
]
(0)ϑ1(z)
, (8)
2We consider only fermions with even spin structures which yield non-vanishing contributions to the corre-
lators.
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where ϑ
[
1
1
]
= ϑ1.
Contribution from the integration over the left-moving fermions (in the light-cone gauge)
yields the blocks of the form (see, for example, [9])
1∑
a,b=0
(−)a+b+ab
ϑ2
[
a
b
]
(0)ϑ
[
a+h
b+g
]
(0)ϑ
[
a−h
b−g
]
(0)
η4
(9)
In untwisted case, eight left-moving fermions have the same spin structures, and the resulting
4D theory has N = 4 supersymmetry. Shifts h, g, taking values 0, 1, appear from the orbifold
construction and reduce supersymmetry to N = 2.
Performing in (9) summation over spin structures and using the Jacobi identities, one has
1
2
1∑
a,b=0
(−)a+b+ab
ϑ2
[
a
b
]
(0)ϑ
[
a+h
b+g
]
(0)ϑ
[
a−h
b−g
]
(0)
η4
= −ϑ2
[
1
1
]
ϑ
[
1− h
1− g
]
ϑ
[
1 + h
1 + g
]
(0) = 0, (10)
because ϑ1(0) = 0.
Let us show that the Einstein term receives no corrections from the world sheets of torus
topology. The graviton vertex function is [1, 4, 9]
VG =
∫
d2z Gµν(X)(∂X
µ + i(pψ)ψµ)∂¯XνeipX . (11)
Let us calculate the two-point correlator of the vertex functions (11) and take the O(p2) piece
3. Due to (10), purely bosonic part of the correlator < VG VG > vanishes. The four-fermion
part is proportional to the expression
1
2
1∑
a,b6=1,1
(−)a+b+ab
ϑ2
[
a
b
]
(0)ϑ
[
a+h
b+g
]
(0)ϑ
[
a−h
b−g
]
(0)
η4
S2
[
a
b
]
(z) = 4π2η2ϑ
[
1− h
1− g
]
ϑ
[
1 + h
1 + g
]
(0), (12)
where again we used the Jacobi identity and the relation ϑ′1 = −2πη3. Expression (12) is
independent of z. The integral over the z-dependent part of the correlator is
∫
d2z < ∂¯X(z)∂¯X(0) >= −
∫
d2z
(
∂¯2 log ϑ¯1 +
π
τ2
)
= 0. (13)
Thus, the O(p2) piece of the correlator < VG VG > vanishes, and there is no correction to the
Einstein term. The same is true for the vertex VB with Gµν substituted by Bµν .
Let us consider the correlators of the gauge vertices [4, 7, 9]
VA =
∫
d2z Gpq(X)
(
Apµ(X)∂X
µ +
1
2
F pµνψ
µψν
)
∂¯XqeipX (14)
(the same with Apµ substituted by Bpµ), where p, q = 1, 2 label the directions of the untwisted
torus T 2. Non-vanishing contribution of the left-moving fields is produced by the fermionic
3It is understood that the wave function factors making the amplitude vanishing on-shell are removed.
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terms in the vertices VA. In contrast to the graviton vertex, in the present case, the right-
moving bosons Xp carry not 4D, but an internal T 2 index. The fields Xp can be split into the
classical
X˜p(m,n) = πR
[
(mp − npτ¯) z
iτ2
− (mp − npτ) z¯
iτ2
]
(15)
and a quantum parts Y p: Xp = X˜p + Y p. Here it is assumed that the classical fields X˜p take
values on the circles of the radius R: X˜p ∼ X˜p + 2πRk. Contribution of the right-moving
bosons is ∑
(m,n)
e−S(m,n)−I(Y )
[
∂¯X˜p∂¯X˜q+ < ∂¯Y p∂¯Y q >
]
, (16)
where the classical action is
S(m,n) =
πR2Gpq
τ2
(mp − npτ¯)(mq − nqτ)
and I(Y ) =
∫
d2z Gpq∂Y
p∂¯Y q. As in the case of the graviton vertex, the integral over bosonic
correlator < ∂¯Y p∂¯Y q > vanishes. The classical part is non-zero and produces a one-loop
correction to the tree-level term GpqF
p
µνF
q µν .
In the following, instead of performing path-integral calculations of the string-loop correc-
tions to various terms of the action 4, we shall make use of the N = 2 formulation of the theory,
in which different loop corrections are expressed via the loop-corrected prepotential.
3 N=2 formulation of the effective field theory
3.1 Heterotic string effective action and prepotential of the STU
model
The dilaton φ′ in (3) can be split into the sum of the constant part φ∞ and a term vanishing
at spatial infinity φ′ = φ∞ + φ. In string perturbation theory, higher order contributions enter
with the factor e
1
2
χφ, where χ is the Euler characteristic of the string world sheet [24]. The
exponent eφ∞ ≡ ǫ can be considered as a string-loop expansion parameter.
Written in the Einstein frame, where gµν = e
−φG′µν , the action (3) is [19]
I4 =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
R− 1
2
(∂φ)2 − e
−φ
4
F(LML)F + a1
4
√−gFL
∗F + 1
8
Tr(∂ML∂ML) + . . .
]
.
(17)
The 4D dilaton φ and axion a1 are defined as
φ = Φ− 1
2
ln det(Gmn), ∂ρa1 = −H ′µνλe−2φ
√−geµνλρ. (18)
4The main difficulty in these calculations is performing the sum over classical configurations in (16) (cf. with
calculations in [7], where, in distinction to the present case, the pre-exponent factor was ∂X˜p∂¯X˜q).
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The bosonic part of the 4D action written in the standard form of N = 2 supersymmetric
theory is (for example, [20, 21, 22, 23] and references therein)
IN=24 =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
1
2
R + (N¯IJF−IF−J −NIJF+IF+J) + kij¯∂µyi∂µy¯j + . . .
]
, (19)
where
F±µν =
1
2
(Fµν ± i
√−g∗Fµν) = 1
2
(Fµν ± i
2
ǫµνρλFρλ).
Here ∗Fµν = 12eµνρλFρλ, where eµνρλ is the flat antisymmetric tensor, e0123 = −1. The gauge
coupling constants NIJ are defined below. The Ka¨hler metric is
kij¯ =
∂2K(0)
∂yi∂y¯j
,
where yi are the tree-level moduli, and the tree-level Ka¨hler potential K
(0) is
K(0) = − log(y1 + y¯1)(y2 + y¯2)(y3 + y¯3).
In the case of the N = 2 supersymmetric compactification of superstring theory dynamics
of the theory is encoded in the prepotential which tree-level part is
F = −X
1X2X3
X0
+ . . . , (20)
where
X1
X0
= iy1 = i
(
e−φ + ia1
)
,
X2
X0
= iy2 = i
(
eγ+σ + ia2
)
,
X3
X0
= iy3 = i
(
eγ−σ + ia3
)
(21)
and dots stand for contributions from other moduli. Here and below I, J = 0, . . . , 3 and
i, j = 1, 2, 3.
The moduli yi are equal to conventional moduli S, T, U :
(y1, y2, y3) = (S = e
−φ + ia1, T =
√
G+ iB12, U =
(
√
G+ iG12)
G22
). (22)
The axion a1 is defined in (18), a2 = B12, and γ, σ and a3 are read off by comparing definitions
(21) with parametrization of the metric components of the two-torus
Gmn = e
2σ
(
e2γ−2σ + a23 −a3
−a3 1
)
. (23)
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The gauge part of the action (3) with B12 = 0 and diagonal metric Gmn is
−1
4
G11(F (1)1)2 − 1
4
G22(F (1)2)2 − 1
4
G11(F (2)1 )2 −
1
4
G22(F (2)2 )2, (24)
where
F (1)mµν = ∂µAmν − ∂nAmµ , F (2)mµν = ∂µBmν − ∂nBmµ.
It is convenient to relabel the vector fields in correspondence with the moduli with which
they form the superfields
A1µ =
√
8A0µ, B1µ =
√
8A1µ, A2µ =
√
8A2µ B2µ =
√
8A3µ. (25)
The factor
√
8 appears because of different normalizations of the gauge field in the actions (17)
and (19).
3.2 Loop-corrected gauge couplings
In the case of theN = 2 supersymmetric compactification of superstring theory, the prepotential
receives only only one-string-loop correction [12, 13, 16, 23]
F = −X
1X2X3
X0
− iǫX02ǫh(−iX
2
X0
,−iX
3
X0
) + . . . , (26)
which is independent of the modulus X1. In the following, we do not rely on the explicit form
of the loop correction calculated in [8, 16, 17].
The Ka¨hler potential becomes
K = − ln[(y1 + y¯1 + ǫV )(y2 + y¯2)(y3 + y¯3)], (27)
where the Green-Schwarz function [8, 12, 16, 18]
V (y2, y¯2, y3, y¯3) =
Reh−Re y2Re ∂y2h− Re y3Re ∂y3h
Re y2Re y3
(28)
is of the first order in string coupling. Beyond the tree level, the modulus S = y1 mixes with
other moduli, and its one-loop form is [18]
S = e−φ − ǫV
2
+ ia1.
In sections which admit the prepotential, the gauge coupling constants in the action (19)
are calculated using the formula [10]
NIJ = F¯IJ + 2i
(ImFIK X
K)(ImFJLX
L)
(XI ImFIJ XJ)
, (29)
where FI = ∂XIF, FIJ = ∂
2
XIXJF , etc.
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Having in view application of general formulas to dyonic black hole solutions in which case
the tree-level moduli yi are real, in the first order in string coupling constant, we obtain the
gauge couplings NIJ as
N00 = iy
3
(
−1 + ǫ n
4y3
)
, N01 = −ǫn + 2v
4y1
− iǫa1 y2y3
y1
, (30)
N02 = −ǫn + 2v − 2y2hy + 4y2h2
4y2
− iǫa2 y1y3
y2
,
N03 = −ǫn + 2v − 2y3hy + 4y3h3
4y3
− iǫa3 y1y2
y3
,
N11 = −iy
3
y21
(
1 + ǫ
n
4y3
)
, N12 = iǫy3
2y2hy − n
4y3
+ ǫa3, N13 = iǫy2
2y3hy − n
4y3
+ ǫa2,
N22 = −iy
3
y22
(
1− ǫ
(
y2h23y3
y3
+
n
4y3
))
, N33 = −iy
3
y23
(
1− ǫ
(
y2h23y3
y3
+
n
4y3
))
,
N23 = iǫy1
2yhy − 4y2h23y3 − n
4y3
+ ǫa1.
Here we kept notations yi for the real parts of the moduli, the imaginary parts (axions) ai are
of the first order in the string coupling. The following notations are introduced
y3 = y1y2y3, hy = haya = h2y2 + h3y3, ha = ∂yah, hab = ∂ya∂ybh (31)
and
v = h− yaha, n = h− haya + yahabyb, y2hy = y2h2ayb. (32)
The terms of the first order in string coupling ǫ are linear functions of the loop correction to the
prepotential h and are calculated by substituting the tree-level moduli obtained from the input
tree-level dyonic black hole solution [31, 32] and also [22, 23, 28, 35] and refs. therein. The
imaginary parts ai of the moduli yi which are absent in the classical dyonic solution can appear
in loop-corrected solutions of field equations in the next order in string coupling constant.
Deriving the above expressions we assumed that the function h(y2, y3) is real. Explicit
calculation [17] (see Sect.6.4) shows that the function h contains an unambiguous imaginary
polynomial part which we combine with the imaginary ambiguities discussed below.
The loop correction to the prepotential is defined up to an arbitrary quadratic polynomial
P (y2, y3) in variables y2, y3 and y2y3 with imaginary coefficients [16, 17, 12]. Application of
the formula (29) shows that for real y2, y3 and real function h(y2, y3) the ambiguities of the
couplings NIJ contain the extra factor i with respect to the unambiguous part.
Introducing
b = 4(Paya−yaPabyb), b2 = 4(P2−yaPa2), b3 = 4(P3−yaPa3), P00 = 2P−2yaPa+yaPabyb,
where we used the same notations as above in (31), we obtain the ambiguity of the couplings
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as
δNIJ =


P00 + 3b − iby1
i(2b2y2−b)
y2
i(2b3y3−b)
y3
− ib
y1
b
y2
1
(b−2b2y2)
y1y2
(b−2b3y3)
y1y3
i(2b2y2−b)
y2
(b−2b2y2)
y1y2
−P22 + (b−4b2y2)y2
2
−P23 − by2y3
i(2b3y3−b)
y3
(b−2b3y3)
y1y3
−P23 − by2y3 −P33 +
(b−4b3y3)
y2
3


. (33)
Note that the gauge couplings of the vector fields in the universal sector residing from the moduli
supermultiplets have different structure from the Wilsonian couplings of the gauge fields in the
matter sector originating from the terms
[
fabW
aW b
]
F
in the locally supersymmetric action
[18].
3.3 Symplectic transformations
The field equations and the Bianchi identities for the gauge field strengths are
∂µ
(√−gImG−µνI ) = 0
∂µ
(√−gImF−J µν) = 0 (34)
where G−µνI = N¯IJF−J µν . Eqs.(34) and are invariant under the symplectic Sp(8,Z) transfor-
mations
O =
(
A B
C D
)
(35)
where
ATC − CTA = 0, BTD −DTB = 0, ATD − CTB = 1. (36)
Under symplectic transformations the couplings NIJ are transformed as
Nˆ = (C +DN)(A+BN)−1. (37)
In sections which do not admit a prepotential (including that which naturally appears in
4D compactification of the heterotic string), the gauge couplings are calculated by making a
symplectic transformation of the couplings (30) calculated in the section with the prepotential.
Specifically, at the tree level, the section connected with compactification of the heterotic string
from 6D to 4D is obtained from that with the prepotential (26) by symplectic transformation
[12]
A = diag(1, 0, 1, 1), B = diag(0, 1, 0, 0), C = diag(0,−1, 0, 0), D = diag(1, 0, 1, 1). (38)
At the one-loop level, we look for a symplectic transformation connecting heterotic section
with that with the prepotential in the form
A = diag(1, 0, 1, 1) + ǫ(aij), B = diag(0, 1, 0, 0) + ǫ(bij),
C = diag(0,−1, 0, 0) + ǫ(cij), D = diag(1, 0, 1, 1) + ǫ(dij). (39)
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The matrices a, b, c and d are constrained by relations (36).
In the case of tree-level solutions with vanishing axionic parts, the tree-level gauge cou-
plings N00 = −iy1y2y3, N22 = −iy1y3y2 , N33 = −i
y1y2
y3
are proportional to e−φ, whereas the
expression N11 = −iy2y3y1 contains the factor eφ. In the heterotic section, the tree-level gauge
couplings are proportional to y1 = e
−φ. Loop corrections to the tree-level couplings, as well as
non-diagonal couplings absent at the tree level, appear with the extra factor ǫeφ.
We require that the loop-corrected symplectic transformations (39) produce the same struc-
ture of loop corrections to the gauge couplings in the heterotic section as that which appear in
path-integral calculation of loop corrections, i.e. loop corrections have the extra factor ǫeφ as
compared to the tree-level expressions.
Because we perform calculations with accuracy up to the terms of the first order in string
coupling, corrections to to the gauge couplings due to the one-loop term in the prepotential
and to the loop corrections to the tree-level symplectic transformations can be treated indepen-
dently. From the relations (36) we find that admissible non-zero entries are cij with c1i = ci1 = 0
and d11.
Calculating the matrix of the loop-corrected gauge couplings in the heterotic section and
requiring that it is of the form discussed above, we find
NˆIJ =


N00 + ǫc00 − N
2
01
N11
N01
N11
N02 + ǫc02 − N01N12N11 N03 + ǫc03 − N01N13N11
N10
N11
− 1
N11
+ ǫd11
N12
N11
N13
N11
N20 + ǫc20 − N21N10N11 N21N11 N22 + ǫc22 −
N2
21
N11
N23 + ǫc23 − N21N13N11
N30 + ǫc30 − N31N10N11 N31N11 N32 + ǫc23 − N31N12N11 N33 + ǫc33 −
N2
31
N11


.
(40)
where cij and d11 are real constants which shift the topological term in the action and do not
affect the equations of motion.
Since at the tree level there are only diagonal couplings, the non-diagonal terms are of next
order in ǫ. The terms of the form N1IN1J
N11
are also of the next order in the string coupling.
In the basis associated with the heterotic string compactification, the part of the matrix
NˆIJ which contains the imaginary parts of the moduli ai and ambiguities is

P00 + 3b a1 +
b
y2y3
− ia2y1y3
y2
− i(b−2b2y2)
y2
− ia3y1y2
y3
− i(b−2b3y3)
y3
a1 +
b
y2y3
− b
(y2y3)2
ia3y1
y2y3
+ i(b−2b2y2)
y2
2
y3
ia2y1
y2y3
− i(b−2b3y3)
y2
3
y2
− ia2y1y3
y2
− i(b−2b2y2)
y2
ia3y1
y2y3
+ i(b−2b2y2)
y2
2
y3
−P22 − (4b2−b)y2
2
a1 − P23 − by2y3
− ia3y1y2
y3
− i(b−2b3y3)
y3
ia2y1
y2y3
+ i(b−2b2y2)
y2
3
y2
a1 − P23 − by2y3 P33 −
(4b3y3−b)
y2
3


(41)
From the symplectic transformation of the field strengths
( Fˆ−
Gˆ−
)
= O
( F−
G−
)
(42)
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we obtain the relation between the field strengths in the section with the prepotential and those
which appear in the heterotic string effective action in the form
Fˆ−0 = F−0, Fˆ−2 = F−2, Fˆ−3 = F−3
Gˆ−0 = G
−
0 + ǫ(c00F−0 + c02F−2 + c03F−3), Gˆ−1 = −F−1 + ǫd11G−1,
Gˆ−2 = G
−
2 + ǫ(c20F−0 + c22F−2 + c23F−3), Gˆ−3 = G−3 + ǫ(c30F−0 + c32F−2 + c33F−3).(43)
Substituting expressions for the couplings (40) and the field strengths (43) in relation Gˆ−I =
¯ˆ
N IJ Fˆ
−J (any I = 0, 1, 2, 3 can be used ), we obtain the relation
F−1 = −N¯10
N¯11
Fˆ−0 + 1
N¯11
Fˆ−1 − N¯12
N¯11
Fˆ−2 − N¯13
N¯11
Fˆ−3 (44)
which does not contain the constants d11 and cij . Here and below the entries with hats refer to
the section associated with the heterotic string compactification.
The Ka¨hler potential is invariant under symplectic transformations.
4 Killing spinor equations
Requiring the supersymmetry variations of gravitino and gaugini to vanish, we obtain a sys-
tem of Killing spinor equations. To write the supersymmetry transformations, one introduces
symplectic invariants [21, 25, 26]
Sµν = X
I ImNIJ F−Jµν , (45)
T−µν ≡ 2ieK/2Sµν = 2ieK/2XIImNIJF−Jµν
and
G−iµν = −kij¯ f¯ Ij¯ ImNIJF−Jµν . (46)
Here kij¯ is the inverse Ka¨hler metric, and f Ii = (∂zi +
1
2
∂ziK)e
K/2XI . Supersymmetry transfor-
mations of the chiral gravitino ψαµ and gaugini λ
i
α are
δψαµ = Dµǫα − T−µνγνǫαβǫβ,
δλiα = iγ
µ∂µz
iǫα +G−iµνγ
µγνǫαβǫβ , (47)
where
Dµǫα = (∂µ − 1
4
waˆbˆµ γaˆγbˆ +
i
2
Qµ)ǫα.
Here waˆbˆµ and Qµ = − i2(∂iK∂yi − ∂i¯K∂y¯i) are the spin and Ka¨hler connections; aˆ, bˆ, ... are the
tangent space indices, a, b, ... are the space-time indices.
The metric of a stationary spherically-symmetric configuration is
ds2 = −e2U (dt+ widxi)2 + e−2Udxidxi. (48)
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The only non-vanishing components of the spin connection waˆbˆ0 are w
0ˆbˆ
0 =
1
2
∂be
2U and waˆbˆ0 =
1
2
(∂awb − ∂bwa).
We look for a solution of the system of Killing spinor equations with the supersymmetry
parameter satisfying the relation ǫα = γ0ˆǫ
αβǫβ
5 . The µ = 0 component of Eq.(47) takes the
form
1
4
w− aˆbˆ0 γaˆγbˆǫα + T
−
0ne
bˆnγbˆǫαβǫ
β = 0. (49)
Here, using antisymmetry of waˆbˆ0 in upper indices and chirality of the spinor ǫα, we transformed
waˆbˆ0 into w
− aˆbˆ
0 . Using the relations
G−mˆnˆ = iemˆnˆpˆ0ˆG
−pˆ0ˆ, G−µνγ
µγνǫα = 4G
−
0ˆnˆ
γ 0ˆγnˆǫα (50)
valid for any self-dual tensor and chiral spinor, Eq.(49) can be rewritten as
(w− 0ˆbˆ0 − T−0nebˆn)γbˆǫαβǫβ = 0. (51)
To have a nontrivial solution for the supersymmetry parameter, we require that
w− 0ˆbˆ0 − T−0nebˆn = 0,
or, taking the real part of this relation,
1
4
∂ne
2U − eUReT−0n = 0. (52)
Sufficient condition to have a static metric is ImT−0n = 0.
Using the relations (50), conditions of gaugini supersymmetry transformation to vanish are
written as
(iγn∂nz
iγ 0ˆ + 4G−i
0ˆnˆ
γ 0ˆγnˆ)ǫαβǫβ = 0. (53)
Transforming all the γ-matrices to the tangent space (or world) indices, we find that there is a
nontrivial solution provided
i∂nz
i + 4e−UG−i0n = 0. (54)
Contracting the equation (54) with the function f Ii and using the relation of special N = 2
geometry
kij¯f Ii f¯
J
j¯ = −
1
2
(ImN)IJ − eKX¯IXJ ,
it is obtained in the form (cf.[27, 28])
if Ii ∂nz
i + 4e−U
(
1
2
F−I0n + eKX¯IS0n
)
= 0. (55)
5More exactly, following [29], one must extract from the supersymmetry parameter the coordinate-dependent
factor.
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Eq.(55) can be recast to a form which contains the fields G−I 0n and F¯I . Introducing gIi =
(∂i +
1
2
∂iK)e
K/2FI , contracting Eq.(55) with F¯I and using the identities
F−IF¯I = G−I X¯I , F¯If Ii = X¯IgIi
which follow from definitions of f Ii and G
−
I µν , we have
iX¯IgIi∂nz
i + 4e−U
(
1
2
G−I 0nX¯
I + eK F¯IX¯
IS0n
)
= 0.
Removing the functions X¯I , we obtain the symmetric equation
igIi∂nz
i + 4e−U
(
1
2
G−I 0n + e
KF¯IS0n
)
= 0. (56)
Using the gravitino equation, Eqs.(55) and (56) are presented as (cf. [22])
−2F−I0n = i
[
eU∂n(e
K/2XI)− (eK/2X¯I)∂neU
]
+ 2ImT−0ne
K/2X¯I − Im(∂iK∂nyi)eK/2+UXI , (57)
−2G−I 0n = i
[
eU∂n(e
K/2FI)− (eK/2F¯I)∂neU
]
+ 2ImT−0ne
K/2F¯I − Im(∂iK∂nyi)eK/2+UFI . (58)
Here we used the equality ∂ziK∂nz
i = 1
2
∂nK + i Im(∂yiK∂nyi). Eqs.(57) and (58) are not
independent, but one set can be obtained from the other. One can also take some equations
from the first set, and the remaining equations from the second. In this paper we shall use
the first set of Eqs.(55) or (57). Another choice useful for practical calculations is to take for
I = 0, 1 the equations from the first set (57) and for I = 3, 4 from the second (58).
5 Solution of the tree-level Killing spinor equations
In this section, to fix notations for the following, we solve the tree-level system of Killing spinor
equations for the moduli (cf. [27, 29, 35]). We look for a static solution in the holomorphic
section associated with the compactified heterotic string with two magnetic fields Fˆ0µν and Fˆ1µν
and two electric fields Fˆ2µν and Fˆ3µν . We consider the case of purely real tree-level moduli yi
(21), i.e. ai = 0. The moduli in the heterotic holomorphic section are expressed via the moduli
in the section with the prepotential as [12]
(XˆI , FˆI) = (1, y2y3, iy2, iy3; −iy1y2y3,−iy1, y1y3 − ǫh2, y1y2 − ǫh3). (59)
Solving the Maxwell equations and Bianchi identities we obtain the tree-level magnetic
Fˆ−00n =
i
2
Pˆ 0√−g′
xn
r
=
i
2
e2U Pˆ 0
xn
r3
, Fˆ−10n =
i
2
Pˆ 1√−g′
xn
r
=
i
2
e2U Pˆ 1
xn
r3
(60)
and electric
Fˆ−20n = −
Qˆ2
2
√−g′ImNˆ22
xn
r
, Fˆ−30n = −
Qˆ3√−g′ImNˆ33
xn
r
(61)
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field strengths, where
√−g′ = r2e−2U and the gauge couplings are
Nˆ00 = −iy1y2y3, Nˆ11 = −i y1
y2y3
, Nˆ22 = −iy1y3
y2
, Nˆ33 = −iy1y2
y3
.
In the case of real moduli yi, comparing with the action (1), we have
Im(Nˆ00, Nˆ11, Nˆ22, Nˆ33) = −e−φ(G11, G11, G22, G22)
(we remind that hatted expressions refer to the section associated with the heterotic string
compactification). The charges
√
8Pˆ I and
√
8QˆI are constrained to lie on an even self-dual
lattice [19]. The tree-level Ka¨hler potential is
K = − ln 8y1y2y3. (62)
For the symplectic invariant S0n (45) we obtain
S0n = (ImNˆ00 Fˆ−00n + y2y3ImNˆ11Fˆ−10n + iy2ImNˆ22Fˆ−20n + iy3ImNˆ33Fˆ−30n )
= −iy1y2y3
2
(
Pˆ 0 +
Pˆ 1
y2y3
+
Qˆ2
y1y3
+
Qˆ3
y1y2
)
e2U
xn
r3
. (63)
Gravitini Eq.(52) takes the form
1
4
∂ne
2U −
(
y1y2y3
8
)1/2
e3U
(
Pˆ 0 +
Pˆ 1
y2y3
+
Qˆ2
y1y3
+
Qˆ3
y1y2
)
xn
r3
= 0. (64)
The tree-level gaugini equations (55) written in the section associated with the prepotential
are
I = 0 :
ieK/2
2
∂n ln y1y2y3 − 4e−U
(
1
2
F−00n + eKS0n
)
= 0
I = 1 :
y1e
K/2
2
∂n ln
y2y3
y1
+ 4e−U
( Fˆ−10n
2N¯11
− iy1eKS0n
)
= 0
I = 2 :
y2e
K/2
2
∂n ln
y1y3
y2
+ 4e−U
(
1
2
F−20n − iy2eKS0n
)
= 0
I = 3 :
y3e
K/2
2
∂n ln
y1y2
y3
+ 4e−U
(
1
2
F−30n − iy3eKS0n
)
= 0 (65)
The field strengths in the section with the prepotential are defined from those (60) and (61) by
using (43) and (44).
In the following, we consider a particular extremal dyonic solution of the Eqs.(64) with
arbitrary constant moduli y2 and y3 and with the charges subject to relations
Pˆ 0 =
Pˆ 1
y2y3
, Qˆ2y2 = Qˆ3y3. (66)
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Four gaugini equations reduce to one equation. The system of the gravitini and gaugini equa-
tions is
∂ne
2U − (8y1y2y3)1/2e3U
(
Pˆ 0 +
Qˆ2
y1y3
)
xn
r3
= 0,
∂n ln y1 − (8y1y2y3)1/2eU
(
Pˆ 0 − Qˆ2
y1y3
)
xn
r3
= 0. (67)
Introducing the charges P and Q as
P =
√
8y2y3Pˆ
0, Q = Qˆ2
√
8y2
y3
, (68)
for the metric and dilaton we obtain
e−2U =
(P + r)(Q+ r)
r2
, y−11 = e
φ =
P + r
Q+ r
≡ f0 (69)
which is a particular case of a general dyonic BPS saturated solution [31, 32] The components
of the metric Gmn are
G11 = y2y3, G22 =
y2
y3
The factor
√
8 appears because of different normalizations of the gauge terms in the actions
(3) and (19).
The charges Pˆ 0,1 and Qˆ2,3 are expressed via the charges P and Q as
Pˆ 0 =
Pe−γ0√
8
, Pˆ 1 =
Peγ0√
8
, Qˆ2 =
Qe−σ0√
8
, Qˆ3 =
Qeσ0√
8
. (70)
Here γ0 and σ0 are the tree-level values of the moduli γ and σ parameterizing the metric of the
two torus (23).
6 Solution of the system of the loop-corrected Maxwell
and Killing spinor equations
Our next aim is to solve the system of Maxwell and Killing spinor equations for the loop-
corrected metric and moduli using as the input the tree-level solution (69). We look for a
solution in the first order in the string coupling constant. The loop corrections to the gauge
coupling constants are calculated by substituting the tree-level moduli. The terms which depend
on the constant tree-level moduli y2 and y3 are independent of coordinates. Dependence on
coordinates enters through the modulus y1 = f0
−1 and the metric.
Let us introduce notations for the loop-corrected metric and moduli. The functions φ, γ and
σ which enter the moduli (23) are split into the tree-level φ0, γ0 and σ0 and first-order parts in
string coupling φ1, γ1 and σ1: φ = φ0 + ǫφ1, etc. The function U which enters the metric will
be written as 2U0 + ǫu1. The tree-level expressions for the functions U0 and φ0 are given by
(69), where γ0 and σ0 are arbitrary constants.
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6.1 Electric field strengths
First let us solve the Maxwell equations (in the heterotic holomorphic section) which can be
rewritten in the form
∂µ(
√−g ImNˆIJFˆJ +ReNˆIJ∗FˆJ)µν = 0. (71)
With the accuracy of the terms of the first order in string coupling ǫ, Eqs.(71) written in
spherical coordinates are
I = 0 : ∂r[
√−g(ImNˆ00Fˆ0 + ImNˆ02Fˆ2 + ImNˆ03Fˆ3) +ReNˆ00∗Fˆ0 +ReNˆ01∗Fˆ1]0r = 0 (72)
I = 1 : ∂r[
√−g(ImNˆ11Fˆ1 + ImNˆ12Fˆ2 + ImNˆ13Fˆ3) +ReNˆ10∗Fˆ0 +ReNˆ11∗Fˆ1]0r = 0 (73)
I = 2 : ∂r[
√−g(ImNˆ22Fˆ2 + ImNˆ23Fˆ3) +ReNˆ20∗Fˆ0 +ReNˆ21∗Fˆ1]0r = 0 (74)
I = 3 : ∂r[
√−g(ImNˆ33Fˆ3 + ImNˆ32Fˆ2) +ReNˆ30∗Fˆ0 +ReNˆ31∗Fˆ1]0r = 0 (75)
Only the diagonal gauge couplings NˆII contain terms of zero order in string coupling. The
field strengths Fˆ0,1 0r, absent at the tree level, are of the first order in the string coupling.
Substituting the tree-level field strengths (60) and (61) in Eqs.(72) and (73), we have
Fˆ0 0r =
ǫqˆ0 −ReNˆ00 Pˆ 0 − ReNˆ01 Pˆ 1 − Qˆ2 ImNˆ02ImNˆ22 − Qˆ3
ImNˆ03
ImNˆ33√−g′ ImNˆ00
,
Fˆ1 0r =
ǫqˆ1 −ReNˆ10 Pˆ 0 − ReNˆ11 Pˆ 1 − Qˆ2 ImNˆ12ImNˆ22 − Qˆ3
ImNˆ13
ImNˆ33√−g′ ImNˆ11
, (76)
where qˆ0,1 are arbitrary constants which have a meaning of electric charges of the first order
in string coupling. Since the numerators are of the first order in string coupling, denominators
are taken in the leading order.
In the case of constant moduli y2 and y3 the ambiguities of the couplings in the matrix
(41) which are real enter the topological terms in the action and do not affect the equations
of motion. The imaginary ambiguities δNˆ0a and δNˆ1a of the gauge couplings appear in the
Maxwell equations. Substituting explicit expressions for the couplings, we obtain
Fˆ0 0r = ǫ qˆ0 − a1 Pˆ
1 − Qˆ2 (a2 + (b− 2b2y2)/y1y3)− Qˆ3 (a3 + (b− 2b3y3)/y1y2)√−g′ ImNˆ00
,
Fˆ1 0r = ǫ qˆ1 − a1 Pˆ
0 + Qˆ2 (a3/y
2
3 − (2b2y2 − b)/y3y3) + Qˆ3 (a2/y22 − (2b3y3 − b)/y3y2)√−g′ ImNˆ11
(77)
For the case we consider with the charges subjected to conditions (70) the ambiguities in the
strengths (77) cancel, and the remaining expressions are unambiguous.
The Eqs.(74) and (75) yield
Fˆ2 0r =
Qˆ2 −ReNˆ20 Pˆ 0 − ReNˆ21 Pˆ 1 − ImNˆ23ImNˆ33 Qˆ3√−g′ImNˆ22
Fˆ3 0r =
Qˆ3 −ReNˆ30 Pˆ 0 − ReNˆ31 Pˆ 1 − ImNˆ32ImNˆ22 Qˆ2√−g′ImNˆ33
. (78)
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At this point there are two options. Either we can allow for appearance of the fields absent
at the tree level with the charges of the first order in string coupling, or we can require that
the loop-corrected solution, as the tree level one, contains two electric and two magnetic fields.
Since magnetic fields ∗Fˆ2,3 with the charges pˆ2,3 of the first order in string coupling enter the
Maxwell equations multiplied by the non-diagonal gauge couplings NIJ which are of the first
order in string coupling and thus cannot be fixed with the accuracy of the first order in string
coupling, we set the charges p2,3 equal to zero, but retain the electric charges qˆ0 and qˆ1.
In the section associated with the prepotential, the field strengths can be obtained either by
direct solution of the system of Maxwell equations and Bianchi identities or by using relations
(43) and (44).
Using solutions for the field strengths (76) and (78), in the first order in the string coupling
constant, we calculate the symplectic invariant S0n (45) as
S0n = {[Pˆ 0(ImN00 + yiReNi0)− Pˆ 1y1 − (Qˆ2y2 + Qˆ3y3)] (79)
−iǫ[Pˆ 0(a1y2y3 + a2y1y3 + a3y1y2) + Pˆ 1a1 + aaQˆa − qˆ0 − qˆ1y2y3)]} i
2
e2U
xn
r3
Only the the couplings N00 and N0i , i = 1, 2, 3 enter the expression (79). Substituting the
loop-corrected gauge couplings (30), we obtain
ImN00 + yiReNi0 = −y3 − ǫ(2v + haya). (80)
All the terms containing second derivatives of the loop correction to the prepotential have
canceled.
Substituting in (79) the expression (80), we finally have
S0n =
{
[−Pˆ 0(y3 + ǫ(2v + haya))− Pˆ 1y1 − Qˆaya]
−iǫ[Pˆ 0(a1y2y3 + a2y1y3 + a3y1y2) + Pˆ 1a1 + Qˆaaa − qˆ0 − qˆ1y2y3)]
} i
2
e2U
xn
r3
(81)
Because the Killing spinor equations (54) are linear in derivatives of the moduli ∂zi, the
equations for the real parts of the moduli decouple from imaginary parts. Since Killing spinor
equations from which are determined the loop corrections to the dilaton φ and metric component
e2U contain only the real parts of the moduli, to determine these corrections we can ignore the
imaginary parts of the moduli. The imaginary parts of the moduli are of the first order in
string coupling, and are determined from the imaginary parts of the Killing spinor equations
which contain the real parts only in the main order 6.
6.2 Loop-corrected gravitini Killing spinor equation
Expanding the Ka¨hler potential (27) to the first order in string coupling, we obtain
eK =
f0e
−2γ0
8
[1 + ǫ (φ1 − 2γ1)] . (82)
6To have a static metric, we must choose a solution for which ImT−
0n
= 0 (see. Sect.3).
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Using this expression for the Ka¨hler potential and calculating to the first order in string coupling
the real part of the symplectic invariant T−0n = 2ie
K/2S0n which enters the gravitini equation
(52) we have
T−0n =
f
−1/2
0
4
[
P
(
1− ǫφ1
2
+ ǫHf0
)
+Qf0
(
1 + ǫ
φ1
2
)]
e2U
xn
r3
(83)
Here we introduced
H =
h
2
e−2γ0 . (84)
All the factors multiplying the expressions of the first order in string coupling are taken in the
main order. It is convenient to introduce the functions q′ and l′ as
q′ =
f0
′
f0
=
Q− P
(r + P )(r +Q)
, l′ = 2U ′0 =
2PQ+ Pr +Qr
r(r + P )(r +Q)
. (85)
Now the gravitino equation (52) takes the form
u′1
l′
− u1
2
+
φ1
2
P −Qf0
P +Qf0
− PHf0
P + Qf0
= 0. (86)
The leading-order terms have canceled due to the Eqs.(64).
6.3 Loop-corrected gaugini Killing spinor equation
Let us solve the gaugini Killing spinor equations in the form (55). In the first order in string
coupling, the combinations f Ii ∂nz
i which enter the equations (54) are
f 0i ∂nz
i = −1
2
eK/2
(
1− ǫ V
2y1
)
∂n ln y1y2y3
f Ii ∂nz
i = iyi
(
B0n + e
K/2∂n ln yi
)
. i = 1, 2, 3, (87)
With the accuracy up to the terms of order O(ǫ), the expression f 0i ∂nz
i is
f 0i ∂nz
i =
q′f0
1/2e−γ0
2
√
8
[
1 + ǫ
(
φ1
′ − 2γ1′
q′
+
φ1 − 2γ1
2
)]
xn
r
. (88)
Substituting the explicit expressions for the gauge couplings, we obtain the combination 1
2
F−00n +
eKS0n in Eq.(55) as
1
2
F−00n + eKS0n =
e−γ0
4
√
8
[P (1 + ǫ (γ1 −Hf0))−Qf0 (1 + ǫ (φ1 − γ1))] i
2
e2U
xn
r3
. (89)
Using Eqs.(89) and (88), we obtain the I = 0 gaugini equation in the form
φ′1 − 2γ′1
q′
+
φ1
2
P +Qf0
P −Qf0 −
u1
2
− 2γ1 P
P −Qf0 +
PHf0
P −Qf0 = 0 (90)
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Following the same steps, we obtain the I = 1 gaugini equation as
φ′1 + 2γ
′
1
q′
+
φ1
2
P +Qf0
P −Qf0 −
u1
2
+ 2γ1
P
P −Qf0 +
PHf0
P −Qf0 = 0. (91)
Eqs.(90) and (91) split into the pair of equations
φ′1
q′
+
φ1
2
P +Qf0
P −Qf0 −
u1
2
+
PHf0
P −Qf0 = 0 (92)
and
γ′1
q′
+ γ1
P
P −Qf0 = 0. (93)
Using the expressions (85) for q′ and (69) for f0, we rewrite Eq.(93) as
γ1
′ − γ1 P
r(r + P )
= 0. (94)
Combining Eqs.(55) with I = 0 and I = 2 (the same with I = 3), and using the expressions
(87) for BIn, we have
ieK/2
∂ny2
y2
+ 4e−U
(F−20n
2iy2
− 1
2
F−00n − 2eKS0n
)
= 0. (95)
Since the tree-level moduli y2 and y3 are constants, ∂ny2 and ∂ny3 are of the first order in string
coupling. The combination
(
F−2
0n
2iy2
− 1
2
F−00n − 2eKS0n
)
is also of the first order in string coupling.
Substituting in (95) (the same with I = 3) the explicit expressions, we arrive at
γ1
′ + σ1
′ +
(f0)
−1/2eU0
r2
[P ((L− L2)f0 − γ1)−Qf0σ1] = 0,
γ1
′ − σ1′ + (f0)
−1/2eU0
r2
[P ((L− L3)f0 − γ1) +Qf0σ1] = 0. (96)
Here we introduced
L2 =
h2
y3
, L3 =
h3
y2
, L =
L2 + L3
2
. (97)
6.4 Loop corrections to the moduli and metric
Combining Eqs.(96) we obtain
γ1
′ − γ1 P
r(r + P )
= 0,
σ1
′ − f
1/2
0 e
U0
r2
[
1
2
P (L3 − L2) +Qσ1] = 0. (98)
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The first Eq.(98) is identical to Eq.(94). Thus, although the number of equations exceeds the
number of variables, the system of equations is consistent. Substituting explicit expressions
(69) for f0 and e
U0 , we obtain the equation for σ1 in the form
σ1
′ − 1
r(Q+ r)
[
P
2
(L2 − L3) +Qσ1
]
= 0. (99)
Solving equations for the loop corrections to the moduli, we obtain
γ1 = C1
r
r + P
,
σ1 = C2
r
r +Q
− (L2 − L3)
2
P
r +Q
, (100)
where C1 and C2 are arbitrary constants.
Let us solve the system of equations (86) and (92) for the loop corrections to the metric
and dilaton. Using the relation
l′ = −P +Qf0
P −Qf0 q
′, (101)
we transform the system to the form
φ1
′ − u1
2
q′ − φ1
2
l′ +
PHf0
′
P −Qf0 = 0,
u1
′ − u1
2
l′ − φ1
2
q′ +
PHf0
′
P −Qf0 = 0. (102)
We solve the system with the boundary condition that u1 and φ1 vanish in the limit r =∞, i.e.
the loop-corrected metric and dilaton are asymptotic to the Lorentzian metric and constant
dilaton equal to unity. Adding and subtracting Eqs.(102), we obtain two separate equations
for u1 ± φ1 which are straightforwardly solved as
u1 = φ1 = − PH
r +Q
, (103)
where H = Reh(T, U)/2TU . Here h is the loop correction to the prepotential, y2 = T, y3 = U
are the standard (real) moduli (22) calculated by substituting the tree-level dyonic solution.
To be concrete, let us consider the explicit form of the prepotential which was calculated in
[17] for the case of unbroken gauge group is [E8 × E7 × U(1)2]L × U(1)2R. The loop correction
is of the form
h(T, U) = Reh− i U
3
12π
+ δh+, T2 > U2, (104)
= Reh− i T
3
12π
+ δh−, U2 > T2,
where Reh is negative and δh± are ambiguities of the prepotential which are quadratic poly-
nomials in T, U.TU with purely imaginary coefficients discussed above.
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Since Reh < 0, the function H is negative and the loop corrections (103) to the metric and
dilaton are positive.
From the expression for the loop-corrected metric
e2U =
r2
(r + P )(r +Q)
(
1− ǫ PH
r +Q
)
(105)
follows that its domain of validity is 1 > ǫ PH
r+Q
. For Q > |ǫPH| (105) is valid for all r.
In magnetic case, for the purely magnetic solution of the equations of motion with loop
corrections the metric is
e2U =
r
r + P
(
1− ǫPH
r
)
(106)
with the range of validity r > ǫ|HP | 7. At the same time, the in-put tree-level solution is
meaningful in the region where the effective string coupling constant ǫeφ is small, ǫ
(
1 + P
r
)
< 1,
or r > ǫP . If we extrapolate both the tree-level and the loop-corrected solutions in the broader
region, up to the origin, we see that the loop correction becomes dominant in this region. The
metric (106) can be considered as the first term in the expansion of the function r+|ǫPH|
r+P
which
can be interpreted as a component of the metric with the smeared singularity at the origin.
7 BPS mass and asymptotics of the loop-corrected solu-
tion
BPS condition relating the mass of a solution with the central charge of the N = 2 supersym-
metry algebra should retain its form in perturbation theory provided the perturbation theory
does not violate supersymmetry. The BPS spectrum of N = 2 supersymmetric theory is given
by [21]
MBPS = |Z∞| = eK/2|nIXI −mIFI |∞, (107)
nI and m
I are integers proportional to electric and magnetic charges of the fields (25) gauging
the group U(1)4. Subscript ∞ indicates that the equality is valid at spatial infinity.
Equality of the ADM and BPS masses of a BPS-saturated solution can be seen from the
Nester construction in which both masses are expressed via the asymptotics of the function (cf.
[11, 33])
T−µν = e
K/2(FIF Iµν −XIGIµν), (108)
where GIµν = ReNIJFJµν − ImNIJ∗FJµν . Expression (107) is the integrated asymptotic form of
(108).
7Generically, loop-corrected solution for magnetic black hole contains also electric charges of the first order
in string coupling. In this case in (106) appears the expression ǫ(PH +Q), where Q is a combination of electric
charges. This solution cannot be obtained as the limit Q→ 0 of the dyonic solution, since the limits r = 0 and
Q = 0 of the function f0 and other expressions are not interchangeable. Since these functions appear in the
differential equations, one must start from the beginning from the purely magnetic solution.
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At the the tree-level, the BPS mass of dyon with two electric and two magnetic m2, m3 and
two electric charges n0, n1 calculated in the heterotic holomorphic section (59) by using the
formula (107) reads
MBPS =
1√
8e2γ0
|n0 + n1e2γ0 +m2eγ0−σ0 +m3eγ0+σ0 |. (109)
Setting (n0, n1, m
2, m3) = (Pˆ 1, Pˆ 0, Qˆ3, Qˆ2), we obtain (109) as
MBPS =
1√
8
|Pˆ 0eγ0 + Pˆ 1e−γ0 + Qˆ3e−σ0 + Qˆ2eσ0 | = 1
4
(P +Q), (110)
where for the second equality we used (70). Here we used the fact that the dilaton is normalized
at the infinity to unity: y1|∞ = 1.
On the other hand, calculating the ADM mass from the asymptotics of the metric, e2U =
1− (P+Q)
r
+O(r−2), we have MADM = 2(P +Q). Up to a normalization factor 8 due to different
respective normalization of the Einstein and gauge terms in the actions (17) and (19), the ADM
and the BPS masses coincide.
At the one-loop level, the BPS mass can be obtained either by using (108), with the loop-
corrected (exact, because in N = 2 supersymmetric theory prepotential receives only one-
loop correction) period vector (XˆI , FˆI), or from from the asymptotics of the loop-corrected
symplectic invariant T−0n (83) which enters the Killing spinor equation (52). We have
MBPS = e
K/2
[
Pˆ 0
(
y3 + ǫ(2v + haya)
)
+ Pˆ 1y1 + Qˆaya
]
∞
+O(ǫ2), (111)
or,
MBPS =
1
4
[P (1 + ǫH) +Q] . (112)
The ADM mass is obtained from the asymptotic form of the metric
e2U |∞ = e2U0(1 + ǫu1)|∞. (113)
In the limit r →∞ we obtain the asymptotics of the correction to the metric (103)
u1|r→∞ = −PH
r
(114)
Taking into account the normalization factor 8, we find that the loop-corrected BPS and ADM
masses are equal to each other.
8 Equations for axions
Let us discuss of the equations for the imaginary parts ai of the moduli yi.
Convoluting the Eq.(54) with the metric kij¯ (summation over i), we have
kj¯i∂n(Re yi + iǫai) + 4e
−U f¯ Ij¯ ImNIJF−J0n = 0. (115)
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Introducing TI0r ≡ ImNIJF−J0r and separating the imaginary part of Eq.(115), we obtain
kj¯ia
′
i + 4e
−UIm (f¯ Ij¯ TI) = 0 (116)
Since ai are of the first order in string coupling, kj¯i should be taken in the leading order. With
the required accuracy, using the expressions in the section with the prepotential, we calculate
T0 0r =
[
−q0 + iy3Pˆ 0ImN00
] 1
2
√−g′ ,
T1 0r =
[
Pˆ 0ReN10 − Pˆ 1 + i(Pˆ 0ImN10 − q1ImN11)
] 1
2
√−g′ ,
T2 0r =
[
ReN20Pˆ
0 − Qˆ2 + iImN20Pˆ 0
] 1
2
√−g′ ,
T3 0r =
[
ReN30Pˆ
0 − Qˆ3 + iImN30Pˆ 0
] 1
2
√−g′ . (117)
In the combination Im(f¯ Ij¯ TI) = −Imf Ij ReTI+Ref Ij ImTI which enters Eq.(116) the imaginary
parts of the functions TI with I = 1, 2, 3 and ReT0 are of the first order in string coupling.
Thus, we need the corresponding functions Re f Ij and f
0
j in the leading order in ǫ.
The functions Re f Ij calculated in the leading order in ǫ are
Re f 0i = i
eK/2
2
(
1
y1
,
1
y2
,
1
y3
)
, Re f 1i =
eK/2y1
2
(
1
y1
,− 1
y2
,− 1
y3
)
,
Re f 2i =
eK/2y2
2
(
− 1
y1
,
1
y2
,− 1
y3
)
, Re f 3i =
eK/2y3
2
(
− 1
y1
,− 1
y2
,
1
y3
)
. (118)
Here and below yi are real tree-level moduli. Also we find
Imf Ii = −ǫ
aI
2yi
eK/2, I, i = 1, 2, 3.
Collecting the above expressions, we obtain the system of three equations for three unknown
functions ai
a′1 +
4eU+K/2y1
r2
[
q0 + q1y2y3 − a1Pˆ 1 − aaQˆa + Pˆ 0(−a1y2y3 + a2y1y3 + a3y1y2)
]
= 0
a′2 +
4eU+K/2y2
r2
[
q0 − q1y2y3 − a1Pˆ 1 − aaQˆa + Pˆ 0(a1y2y3 − a2y1y3 + a3y1y2)
]
= 0
a′3 +
4eU+K/2y3
r2
[
q0 − q1y2y3 − a1Pˆ 1 − aaQˆa + Pˆ 0(a1y2y3 + a2y1y3 − a3y1y2)
]
= 0. (119)
Substituting the explicit tree-level expressions for the moduli and metric and using defini-
tions (70), we obtain solution of the Eqs. (119)
a1 =
r
2(P + r)
[
c1 +
q(2)
r
+ c+ln
Q+ r
P + r
− q
(1)
Q
ln
r
r +Q
+
q(1)
P
ln
r
r + P
]
, (120)
b2 − b3 = c−r
r + P
,
b2 + b3 =
c+r + q
(1)
r +Q
.
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Here
ba =
aa
ya
q0 − q1y2y3 ≡ q
(1)eγ0√
8
, q0 + q1y2y3 ≡ q
(2)eγ0√
8
.
As it was discussed in Sect.3, to have a static metric, we must take a solution for which
ImT−0n = 0 or ReS0n = 0 which reads
2Pa1 + (b2 + b3)(Py1 +Q)− q(2) = 0. (121)
Logarithmic terms should vanish separately, thus
q(1) = c+ = 0.
Thus, solution which retains the metric static is
a2e
−γ0−σ0 = −a3e−γ0+σ0 = c− r
r + P
, (122)
a1 =
q(2)
2P
.
Because the axion a1 is defined up to a constant, this means that we can consistently set a1 = 0.
Condition q(1) = 0 reads q0 = q1e
2γ0 .
General solution contains three arbitrary constants which can be adjusted so that the asymp-
totic (”physical”) charges of the electric fields (77) and symplectic invariant ImT−0n responsible
for non-stationarity of the metric vanish.
9 Discussion
In this paper we obtained the loop-corrected dyonic solution by solving the system of the
loop-corrected Maxwell and Killing spinor equations. Loop-corrected equations of motion were
derived in perturbative approach in the first order in string coupling constant from the loop-
corrected N = 2 supersymmetric effective action which has only one-loop perturbative correc-
tions.
Except for a general theoretical interest of the study which involves a number of subtle
points such as an account of ambiguities of the loop corrections to the prepotential and gauge
couplings, possible modifications of the symplectic transformation connecting sections with the
prepotential and associated with the heterotic string compactification, etc., explicit form of the
loop corrections provide bounds on the applicability of the usually discussed tree-level solutions.
In the case of dyonic black hole with electric charges subject to the condition (Q2Q3)
1/2 >
ǫ(P 0P 1)1/2|h|/TU the loop-corrected solution (105) is valid for all r. For magnetic black hole
with the charges P 0 and P 1 the loop-corrected solution (106) is valid for r > ǫ(P 0P 1)1/2|h|/TU
and condition of the applicability of the perturbative expansion is r > ǫ(P 0P 1)1/2.
Although the tree-level dyonic black hole is static and with real moduli, at the one-loop
level the appearance of extra electric charges and imaginary parts of the moduli (axions) as
well as non-stationarity parameters in the metric of the first order in string coupling is possible.
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The asymptotic (physical) charges of the extra electric field strengths depend on the axions,
and by a suitable choice of free constants can be set to zero; extra magnetic charges with the
accuracy of the first order in string coupling do not enter the equations of motion and can be
consistently set to zero. Solving the equations for the axions, we show that, as at the tree level,
there exists a stationary loop-corrected solution with four charges, but with the non-vanishing
axions.
In perturbative approach, all the expressions which are of the first order in string coupling
and depend on the moduli are calculated by substituting the tree-level moduli. Considerable
simplifications are achieved for constant tree-level moduli T and U . The results for dyonic
black holes with four charges and full coordinate dependence of the moduli will be published
elsewhere. Although the tree-level moduli are constant, the loop corrections to the moduli and
the metric have full coordinate dependence.
Except for the special values of the charges P and Q, the moduli are away from the enhanced
symmetry points, where second derivatives of the prepotential have logarithmic singularities
[12, 16, 17].
The expressions for the loop corrections are valid for all r for which the perturbation ex-
pansion in string coupling is valid. For the dyonic solution, the sufficient condition is ǫP
Q
< 1.
In magnetic case, both the tree-level and the loop-corrected solutions can be used in the range
r
P
> ǫV . Perturbative corrections to dyonic and purely electric black holes, have finite limits
r → 0, in magnetic case the limit r → 0 is singular.
In this paper we considered the N = 2 supersymmetric STU model as stemming from
the suitably compactified heterotic string theory. However, different embeddings of the STU
model in the underlying string theory are possible [11, 31, 32]. In papers [34, 35] and refs.
therein general classical 4D BPS-saturated generating black-hole solution preserving 1/8 of
N = 8 4D supergravity was constructed, and its NS − NS and R − R embeddings in the
type IIA and IIB theories were studied. The U-duality orbit of a solution of the N = 2
truncation of N = 8 supergravity with 1/2 supersymmetry unbroken connects solutions of
type II and heterotic theories with the same amount of supersymmetry unbroken. In different
embeddings of the STU model in the underlying theory the moduli and 4D vector fields stem
from different fields of the underlying higher-dimensional theory. Heterotic embedding, while
less suitable for calculation of the microscopic entropy, is more natural for the study of string-
loop corrections. In this case, dilaton is a natural string-loop expansion parameter, and the
axion-dilaton parametrize a separate factor of the scalar manifold of the STU model.
String-loop corrections to the classical charged black holes as solutions of the effective N = 2
STU model the with string-loop corrected prepotential was studied also in papers [13, 28, 36].
However, the two approaches are rather different. In these papers, the loop-corrected metric
was calculated starting from the prepotential of the type II theory compactified on a Calabi-
Yau threefold, which is dual to heterotic string compactified on K3 × T 2. The prepotential
of type II theory is of purely classical origin, but has the same structure as the heterotic one
(the prepotentials are identical under a suitable identification of the moduli in both theories).
Perturbative solution was obtained under the assumption that there exists a ”small” modulus
on the type II side, and it is possible to expand the loop correction to the prepotential with
respect to the ratios of small to large moduli. As we discussed above, within the framework
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of the heterotic string compactification on K3 × T 2, the natural loop-expansion parameter is
expressed via the dilaton. However, this modulus does not enter the loop correction to the
prepotential. The remaining moduli, which are connected to the metric and antisymmetric
tensor of the compact two-torus, for special configurations may have parametric smallness, but
not the functional one connected with dependence on r. Moreover, as we have argued above, to
study the loop-corrected solution it is important to take into account corrections to the gauge
couplings.
Electrically charged black holes in dilatonic Einstein-Maxwell gravity with constant thresh-
old corrections were considered in [37]. However, the model lagrangian of this paper is different
from the loop-corrected one of the present study, and hence the results are incomparable.
Solutions of the equations of motion derived from 4D heterotic string effective action with
N = 1 supersymmetry with one-loop perturbative corrections (note that in this case there are
contributions from all loops) and also non-perturbative corrections included were studied in
[38]. However, in contrast to the present paper, only solutions with the flat space-time as well
as with other simplifications were considered.
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